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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

     Based on the findings in the previous chapter, the researcher concludes:  

(1)  Based on data of the elements of transitivity found in the speech , it is 

concluded that from Donald Trump‘s point of view, through material 

process which was dominantly found, ISIS is the one responsible for 

actively doing brutal terrors around the world and Donald Trump himself is 

the most suitable candidate president for the United States, as he described 

himself, through material process which was dominantly found, as someone 

with power who will obviously eliminate ISIS with his future programs in  

his future administration. In addition, with quite significant number of 

verbal processes, Donald Trump, also shows his power to persuade other 

nations to work together with him to eliminate ISIS.  

 (2) In convincing his audience, they way Trump used his language in his speech 

on ISIS is by signifying a sense of solidarity and cohevation among the 

audience. This is show through his use of pronoun we in high frequency  in 

describing himself and his future administration. 

(3) There are three Donald Trump‘s ideologies  on ISIS in his speech, they are 

ISIS is indeed a threat, ISIS is islamic, and ISIS potential people are 

immigrants. This confirms his decision in banning muslims to enter the 

United States.  
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5.2 Suggestions 

      The researcher can give some suggestions for the next researchers or other 

people who are interested in this research, as follows:  

(1)  The research by using Transitivity Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis 

is a very interesting research topic because it  reveals meaning behind a 

language as social practice. However in this research, the researcher only 

took one data source which is a political speech by Donald Trump which 

was delivered during one of his presidential campaign rally, at Youngstown 

State University, in Youngstown, Ohio, August 15th, 2016. Therefore, the 

next researcher can take more other sources about Donald Trump‘s 

discourse especially about ISIS in various sources, to find out the Donald 

Trump‘s ideology on ISIS in general.  

(2) Three next researcher can conduct research to reveal Donald Trump‘s 

ideologies on ISIS through other SFL‘s system, which are Mood and 

Modality System or Theme-Rheme system. Mood and Modality System is 

used to see the relation between speaker and listener through production of 

language. This study focuses more on clause as meaning exchange. While 

Theme-rheme system is used to see how language creates text or discourse 

in certain condition. Theme-rheme focused more on clause as message.  

(3) The result of this research is expected to be a consideration for people 

especially public figures so they can choose the use of their language 

carefully because language can reflect their ideology.  

 

  


